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lntroducti&,;t 

FIRST WATERS 

MY .. MOTHER WAS BORN BESIDE A SPRING IN THE HIGH 

desert� just J}orth of where West Texas and Mexico meet along 
the Rio Grande. Born l three months premature, she was kept 
alive in an incubator ; heated with household lightbulbs. An 

. . 1 
. 

eyedropper was used l for feeding. The water from the _spring 
bathed and filled her , _ body, tightening each of her cdls.

It filled the hQllow of her bones. Years later. as the water. 
passed from mother to ·chilcl" like fine hair or blue eyes, I 
grew up thinking that water . and the desert were the 'sam�. 

B·eyond the spring grew' ' pifion and juniper trees, their 
wood grossly twisted from years · of drought, while here, where 
my mother was born, cress and moss grew from the spring. 
A weeping willow, imported from an. unfamiliar place, dusted 
the surface with seeds., I traveled there once, walking �p and 
pushing away the downy willow seeds with the edge of my 
hand. I dipped two film canisters below' the surface. l capped 
thes·e, walked back to my truck, and drove away before a 
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xii INTRODUCTION 

stranger could appear from the nearby house to run me off the 
property. 

I figured that the water might come in handy someday. If my 
mother-ever grew ill and her death was· near, l would· bring this 
water to her .. The spring had kept many people alive before her. It 
was an essentiai stopover for Sp�ish explorers in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries and for whom.ever traveled the desert for 
the _previous millennia. I would slip its_ water between her lips, 
tilting her head ·up with my palm. Her body might: recognize it, 
the way salmon make sudden turns to follow obscure creeks, the 
way dragonflies work back to the one water hole held between 
desert mesas.· 

An early memory of tli-e low Sonoran Desert where I was born 
·is ofmy mother walking me out on a trail. I remember three
things, each a snapshot without motion or sound. The fust is
lush, green cottonwood trees billowing · like clouds against the
stark backdrop of cliffs . and boulders. The second is tadpoles 

worrying the mud in a water hole_ just about dry, Each tadpole,
like _the eye of a raven, waited blade. and moist against the sun. ·
The third is water str�ng over carved rock into a pool clear as
window glass. These three images are what defined the desert for
me. At an early age it was obvious to me that w�ter was the ele
ment of co�sequence, the root of everything out here. Even to say
th� word Sonoran required my lips to form as if I were about to
take a drink, and the tone of the word hov�ed in the air the same
as agua or water.

The desert surfac� is carved into Cllflyons, arr�yos, caiioncitos,
ravines, narrows, washes, and chasms. The anatomy of this place
has no· other_p.rofession but the moving of water. � you wa,llc
out here, you walk the pl�s where water has g�ne---..:the canyons,
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the low places, and the poW'-'offs-because travel is too - difficult 
against the grain of gullies or up in the rough rock outcrops. 

At the time that I gathered my mother's spring �ater, I was 
out of work, beginning a series of-monthlong foot treks through 
each of the North American deserts, starting here in the �
huahuan, a desert that in winter sounds like fields of rattlesnakes 
with dried seedpods of yucca ticking in the wind. In the coming 

, iponths I pressed myself into the desert, the land of my familiar-
ity. When I pressed hard enough, water came out. 

. As I traveled from this west Texas spring, I saw water, issuing 
from each piece of desert, and every turn I made pushed me into 
water. In the desert below the Chisos Mountains near the Mexi
can border, and just south of my mother's spring, · I found .small 
creeks flowing during the night, then drying and disappearing 
come daylight. When nigh f fell a�n, the creeks flowed ·once 
more with small fish appearing like driven spirits out of what had 
been nothing hut dry stones. Diving water beetles suddenly flashed 
alive in the new water. I witnessed these events like miracles. 

It was a·season of unusual water, March rains had gone heavy, 
flooding the desert. I was in my early twenties and had been in 
the desert. enough, but hadn't seen this. I had not seen water leak
ing from fissures in rocks, ferns uncoiling in the shade of c;icti, or 
rivers plunging along canyons I always knew to · be dry. In the 
desert, water in any amount is a tincture, so holy that it will bum 
th.rough your heart when you see it. To see· it erupting from the 
ground was impossible. 

On this cross-country journey I slept beside a flash flood at the 
. mouth of a slot canyon in Utah. The next morrung I climbed into 
the canyon where the last of the flood's earnest, red water coursed 
along the floor. I dipped my hand to gather.the floodwater, then. 
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brought my band back up. I put the thick water to my lips and it 
stung with the _sour taste of dead animals and °fresh mud. 

_There are two easy ways to di� in the desert: �t or drown
ing. This place is stained with such ironies, a tension set between 
the need to find water and the need to get away from it. The 
floods .that come with the least warning arrive at the hottest time 
of the year, when the last thing on a person's mind is too much 
water. It is everything here.· It shimmers and rises and consumes 
and offers and drops completely away, changing. everything. I 
watch it move and ca,n't help but want to walk straight into it. To 
b� taken. To be purified by its oblivion. To never come back. 

This Utah canyon's in�ior had been swept into sensuous, _coni
cal chambers. Down �e walls the light of day bent until the place 
·became as dark as an avocado bruise, me below wading through
leftover floodwater. The entire passage was a flood path. water had
moved through here fifty feet deep the night l>efore. The image of a
flood in such a narrow canyon is terrifying, where a human body is
twisted so hard that bones pop ,apart. B?ots are ripped off, found
downstream still tightly laced. fingers snap.off like twigs. I walked
through with this memory, the canyon still and quiet around me.

I stopped. I heard people talking. I turned my head and waited
to make sure of this. For at least a week I had seen no one else.
This sounded like a group. As I reached the n�xt tum; I could
hear a fair number of people, maybe as many as ten; an overbur
dened backpacking gr�up or worse, a hiking club. Speech against
such slender walls tends to echo like spilled coins, but the enclo
sure was still too loud with running water for me t� distinguish
exact words. I could hear inflections well enough. Questions,
then answers. I could. nearly tell the age of peopie by the tone. I
heard a woman in her forties .
. .
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It. annoyed me that they spoke so loudly and freely in here. I 
thought I would startle them as I rounded ·their comer. I hoped 
so. They would fall silent upon seeing me, a.man froin out ofth.e 
desert, fingers bandaged from cuts, eyes deliberately wild. When I .. 
waded around their corner I stopped. Water ,funneled down the 
canyon's cleavage. I stood knee-deep in the pool, sunlight landing 
in small daggers. There was no one. 

I became �ware qf my breathing. The weight 0£ JDY. hands: 
The voices continued. R,ight h�re, · in front of. me, around me. 
Now they were so clear I could see the point where they began. 
The canyon crimped in� a sliver ten feet up from the pool. .Out 
of that sliver, water tell from darkened h�llways. Within rooms I 
could not see, the stream plunged,·poured,_filled, an4overflowed� 
addressing the canyon with innumerable tones, which then folded . 
into echoe� s�unding so much like human voices that I. had no 
·category for them. I walked forward, approaching the slim water�
fall. I reached J;ny hand out and slipped it inside. Re4 water came
down my fingers and laced my foream.i like blood.

This hook was written nearly a decade after I hear.d the voices. I 
focused· a solid two years on the search for desert water, and my 
journey is written here. My pursuit was.not of the edges of_wa� 
but the center of it. Not to b� traveling through, but to be arriv
ing. In the time this book came together my life was shoved back 
and forth between dramatic forms of water until I considered 
myself blessed; then ov�ly blessed, then rer�ified. 

In a part of the world inundated in water politics, l chose· to 
look dsewhere than the dams and compromised rivers and skele
tal canals leading to Phoenix, Los Angeles, and Las ·Vegas. I� was . 
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desert water I was looking for, the water that is actually out there,
that has been out there for thousands of years. The water holes,
springs, rare creeks, and floods: I search,ed among stones in the
wilderness, relying on disparate pieces of information: obscure
research papers, my own recollections, stories told to me by oid.
�ep, a 300-year�old desert map prepared by a Jesuit missionary.

Years before I wrote this book, in the bottom of the dark
<;anyon, I stood in a shroud of voices. They spun up the canyon
walls, radiating through the· dusky interior, and I realized that

· part of my life was here� something _I would have to seek �ith full
attention, dictated by the water from my mother's spring sent
from her body into .mine. The voices were part of a complex lan
guage, a language that formed audible words as water tumbled
over rocks, and one that carved senten�s and stories· into the
stone. walls that ii: passed. I would grow older vvith this ·�uage,
�acing its meanings like working · back thro�gh genealogy. I
wpuld study its parts, how different types of canyons varied their
conversations. When r.here was no fluid, as was most often the
case, with my hands on the water-carved walls I would read the
language like some sort of seer. If you want to study water, you
do not go to the Amazon or to Seattle. You come here, to the dri
est. land. Nowhere else is it drawn to such a point. In the desert,
w�ter is unedited, perfect.

I 

.\ 
,, 

1. MAPS OF

WATER HOL:ES

Cabeza Prieta, · Arizona 
February�March 

THE DESERT BREATHED . AND . THEN WENT SILENT AT THE 

first mention of nightfall,\ a kind · of quiet that conies only at
' 

� 
•. ' .  ' . . .  - . ' . the edge of the earth. The \)ast small winds broke apart, rolling·

down unrelated w.ashes like\ pearls of f 
a snappe<J: �ecldace. Then

came . stars. And a crescent\, mooO:� And .a desert strung in
every directio�, iridCS<,e.Dtindigo\\�� in ·the west where .the sun
had just set, black in the east. ..,. 

I walked west, toward an escarp · ment on the horizQn
barely into Arizona from the Mexican border., In eveni.Qg sil
houettes, these sere, isolated mountains had the· look. of tall
ships strewn about the desert. Between · · . were gulfs of open
limd furrowed with slight washes. 'Within the . · washes were the
dimpled trades of black�tailed jackrabbits and · kangilr90' rats,
and within them the curled parchment �f bursage leaves left by
a wi.nd gone somewhere else.

Aaoss th� flats I heard only the hlishing sound , of my OO()fil
through sand� then the shMper sound of my boo� t:hroµgh the·· 

7 
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broken. granite above the washes. The hum of one of the stray 
breezes through �ousa:nd.s of saguaro cactus needles. The sound 
of creosoteJeaves scratching the brim ot my hat. At night it is best 
to :walk through the desert with a hat' held in the hand, pushed 
forward to blcick the thi::irns and sharp spines of occasional un
seen plants. Almost everythins alive out here is armored with 
some barb, spike, or poison . quill. From the years that I did not 
carry my hat� the back of my right hand is scarred as if it had 
been o(fered to a furious cat. 

Tonight the moon, a waxing crescent thin as an eyelash, 
·would not give enough lighdor shadows • .I � it as a reference,
waU<lng qirectly tmvard it , carrying on my back all of the gear
needed to resupply a base· camp fifteen miles out, and the gear to
supply the lesser �ps _ beyond that. I had come to ;.map water
holes3 working on:a p�oject.foi,.the US. Fish and �ildlife Service.
The agency wanted to know what kind of water hj,d among these
moqnt::iins, in some of the· driest land in the Western Hemispher�.
Ther� are years when rain never falls, and sometimes the water
holes contain nothing but tainwa�er that is twelve or· sixteen
months old, if they hold anything at all.

To · find the water,. I took thirty-seven days to traverse . a single
mountain range, hun� in its cracks and canyons. I carried sim
ple measuring tools along with a devj.ce that communicates with
satellites ,to record latitude and. longitude of whatever water· I
· found, perhaps a quart of evaporating rainwater in a· roclc depres
sion. With iny coordinates recorded, I placed �mall red marks on

' . ' ' .' . ! 
' 

the map, showing one water.hole, then the next. . . .
This survey area was chosen not for �ny special �haracteris

tics; or' a promise of water, but because. it looked as arid and
.embattled as any of the mo"f11tains out here. Now and then I
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would retµm to my truck, which was parked beside a .wash, off a 
long�winded ,:oad made of sand .. Th� I would �efill my suppliel!l 
and cache them in the. desert beyond. As 1 found water from the 
outlying natural . cister�, I was· able to drink and extend deepei: · 
into the range,. until· I had recorded li�es of wa,ter holes leading·
from my base camp into nowhere. · 

. · 
. The final product of this work would go to the files 0£ Cabeza 

Prieta National Wildlife Refuge. The refµge is man�ged primarily 
for · desert bighorn sheep that sµpposedly thrive. on these quarts. 
There are those people .who worry for the sheep; who believe 
water should be shipped· into . the desert dur�g. early-summer . 
droughts so that the sheep can ma,intain an "optimum" popula
tion, so �t they am fdl ·their range. There are also those who 
believe that after ten thousand ;�s Qf seeking. water, �eep do 
not require our aid. 

. . 

While out wallcijig through these canyons, below suriimi� ·
sharp as ice picks, I ha.ve heard sheep clattering among rocks but. have rarely been' able to get close enougluo see their eyes. Iha;e 
li.{ted their disc�ded bones and horns, tumed- them in �y �d, 
and studied their tracks near water holes. One morning I watched. 
a group of four rams carefQ]].y pick through steep talus. lwaited 
above, crouched shirtless· in·· shade, . observing their _choices, bow · 
their hooves negotiawd each �mall rock: I tried t� decipher their 
boldness and ind.ecisi�n, learning how an �a l must behave in 
this �dscape. The fo� ram., the youngest, waited until the oth
ers were out of sight before making its- � �es� then back-
tracking. This �de me smile, made me test easier. 

. . 

My personal reasons for ma,pping w.at� holes here had little 
to .do with bighorn sheep. l came to put a story back. together and .
recover parts that had been lost. The storyt when it was complete, 
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would have - told of secret water in a desperately ragged place, 
woltld have shown th� route to safely cross from one end of 
c;abeza Prieta to the othe& l wanted to understand water in · a 
land this dcy. Within the 860,000 acres. �f this refuge, dnly on� 
spring exi'.sts. It is a bare, dripping spring, yet is enough to have 
bestowed the entire ·mountain range in which it sits with the name 
Agua Dulce. Sweet Water. 

The desert cities �ve their cement aqueducts to siphon dis
tant rivers, and holes are drilled into ten�th.ousand-year-oid banks 
of groundwater. Familiarity with scattered water holes has 
'become obsolete, left only for the bighorn· sheep. Words are now 
missing from the story of ephemeral waters, severing critical 
pieces of information. Many people ha�e died while crossing this 
desert, regardless of their reasons for· being here. They died because 
the story w'as forgotten. 

This country is not idle. The mountains are bitterly seared. ' 
Rising a couple thousand feet off the floor, they· are offset by 
swaths of bulged, rolling desert, called bajadas, that take days to 
cross. As I walked on this night of the crescent moon, the bajada 
unfurled to the horizons to the north and south. Here and there it 
was intercepted by farther moi:.:ntains, each 'an island, or a chain, 
or a misshapen monstrosity bursting straight from the ground. 

On long night walks file� this, brushing through plants and 
walking up and down against the grain of_ dry, north-flowing 
washes, I told myself stories� recounting whatever I remembered 
about the. place. Stories gave the land definitioii at night, as the 
mountains vanished around me. Sometirites I would speak the 
stories out loud to break the loneliness. A particular one came 
from a site about eight miles straight ahead of me. An archa�olp
gist making a sweep of the area found among assemblages of 
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prehistoric potsherds two .45�caliber Colt cartridges, manufac
tured by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company. They had 
probably been discharged onto the ground in the early 1900s. 
The two cartridges had been rammed together, making, a small, 
enclosed capsule. Inside this capsule was a note that read, "Was it 
worth it?" 

So I invented scenarios, tried to imagine- what the message 
meant_ Death or desperation or gold that was never found or
somebody like myself pushing the edges of the desert only to be 
confronted with- this question in the end. 

Just south of these two cartridges, in-six hundred square miles 
of lava flows, cinder cones, and dune sells, ten·furty-pound boul
ders were found butted against one another to fom:t a perfect 
southeasNo-northwest line. It is not possible-to tell if it was con
structed hundreds or thousands of years ago, but it was done, 
for 'whatever reason, by strenuous hwnan labor. I told myself sto
ries about this. P�haps they lev� the boulders _ with wooden 
saguaro ribs tied'cogether, rolling them from miles away: For what? 

Cabeza Prieta 
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To-appea&e. � gods?. To -reinvent the mountains? To invite the 
. rain llritb.a signa

l

tbat ci'n,1ld be seen Jrom the clouds? 
_ . fu anothei p� each •sn.iall .tock on the ground:l1ad been 
cleai-ed,.revealing the pale;-beHy of -�rth in-a-line six feet wide and;. . . 

seven bun�·-leedong ,without qeviation. Thei:e are 0th.et; more 
- o��te si�:- geoniettic designs: hundreds of feet in- lertgth, with
mazes and:fuhei circles t�at can � seen as a whole only from an .
airplane. I ltave· �n jn _ om r of these _stone -clearings the. life-size
-and �te.image of a h<>rse� ptob;i.bly· a .. sooeeµth:.century Span
ish horse as seen, by � iruligenous· artist,. while arouri.d it ran a
web ofexpo�ed liric!! radiating into the landscape.

-In the. mountain hmge ahead of Int:,· a Spanish missionary of
the Franciscan order came through. in the 1700s, querying local
inhabitants about the mo�ds of horns a:nd hones from bighorn
sheep he found erected near the water holes; He was talking to_
the people called- the•Hia C'ed O'odham,-known as the Sand . . . . .. 
People - by the. Spanish. Without offering furthe� explanation,

. 
the 

peoJ?le·gave him a simple answer. The horns ·and hones had been 
placedto keep the wind from leaving the �ountry. 

Stories everywhere. This is the· place where people came to hold 
on· to the wind. It- ·is. wh� th� -brought. �ti� that were 
ranuneci"into rifle shells._ In the: coming dar� the d� grew richer 
with. stories. And l .beqime more.�lone. i b)ew- of a sn;ia11- group -of
aichaeOlogasts with a work site about a fours or fi��ay_ w� 
southwest_of here� ·Prt>bably·a few illegal_�ts ·w.er� taming 
up ,from �· b�rder;: bu� not through �; �here ileople· die from 
exposure and-�. So I� i \Vas ·the only� for thirty .to _ 
eighty milts in any �on. This Jef r a ltjnd of openness and 
remoten� that- made m�y b�thing _fed- obscene. A friend �nee 
traveled with me here and as we walked the perimd:er -of one of 
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these ranges, he said the vastness reminded him of the Arctic, up by 
the Brooks Range where great basins of tundra lie between distant 
and imposing mountains, where _there is no human artifact. I nod
ded at the time, realizing a sensation.I bad not yet been able to place. 
. Humans are absent here because they -die. One document 

records the death of four hundre? people here by 1900, many of 
whom were traveling from Mexico to the Califoni,ia goldfields. 
More have died since. Within view of several distant mountains a -,. 
family had been memorialized by black pieces of basalt arranged 

. to form the numeral 8, telling how many family members p_er-
ished. Sixty-five graves surround one- of the bet;ter-known. water
ing sites, presumably from the. times -that the holes went dry. Most 
victims died of dehydration and exposure,_ but occasional reports 
concerned those who" drowned, too weak from thirst to climb out 
of the deep stone water holes into which they had plunged. 

There are more recent deaths, thQSe of illegal immigrants from 
Mexico, who come seeking johs picking watermelons or clcamng 
houses_. These �ople walk out in �l groups, some of them 
from the tropics, never having seen the desert. They- hire a �n; 
a coyote, who deposits them across the border and points the way 
to Interstate. 8. Each carries ·a gallon plastic -milk jug filled with
water. which in _ the summer lasts. a few hours. The walk takes 
many days and they live maybe un� the aft.emoon of the second 
or third day, their· tracks of discarded belongings and empty mi)k 
jugs signaling insanity. SQme of their milk jugs are, in fact, found 
half-full be_side their bodies, skin taut to bursting. This story 
repeats itself every year. 
. As in stories I have heard from Mount Everest, where bodies 

of climbers are dispersed among glaciers; bodies here are turned 
to bones and spread across the ·sand and gravel �nd in the rocks; 

------�----------------_;;.,_. ___ ...iii,, __________________________ 
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The bones .are uncounted and unburied, scattered like offerings. It 
is perhaps these bones, rather � those of bigh_orns, that now 
prevent the wind from leaving the country. 

Coming close to the horizon, the moon appeared to move 
quickly. As it fell into the mountains of Cabeza Prieta, it described 
ridges as splintered as dry wood broken over a -knee. Fo:r a 
moment, all that reiµained in the sky was the watermark stain of 
the moon's dark side .. Then it set, leaving this hysterical swarm of 
stars� I chose certain constellations and · followed them, my hat 
still extended in my hand. 
· There were good places to sleep. There were open flats where
the ground. curved slightly, ·barren of most plants. I could lie on
one of these flats with my eyes open, the, earth presenting me to
the sky as if I were a newborn: or a· sacrifice. I chose instead a nar-

. . 
. ' 

row wash, one barely depressed_, so that the wind· had to bend
down to find- me. I protected myself beneath a creosote bush on
ripples of wash sand. This is where I slept, in a country littered
with arcane rock symbols, and death, and rumors of water.

First I followed bees. This was three weeks ago, when I arrived at 
a six-hundred-foot block of white granite floating on the desert 
like an iceberg. I slumped into its shade and craned my �cad up, 
hearing a drone of bees above. The sound told of an unusual con
gregation, so I scrambled up _the smooth shield of rock. The bees 
led into a crack where they busied themselves in and out. I had 
already taken my shirt off in the heat, so as they commuted from 
the hole the bees thudded into my bare back and chest. 

For s�en days now I had' found no water. Everything I had 
was carried on my back or left- cached in caves, I had begun to 
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doubt my choice of-res�rch sites, spending days where �othing 
was to be found but rock and ocotillo'and bighorn scat. ln this 
bee hole I could see a teflecticm within a rectangular crevice:_ a 
smoocl_i, shaded mirror vibrating slightly against the wing beats of · 
severai hundred bees. The color quieted me. It was like a purple 
dusk sky suddenly masking the hot white I had been walking 
through all morning. I hunched my shoulders and squeezed in- as 
far as I could, reaching my hand back until my fingers touched 
water. Circles spread over the barely lit surface. The circles fell 
backon themselves, 

This was not the kind of water .th�t could make war on the 
desert. It was a secret, -a softly spoken �ord that the s�ounding 
desert -could not hear. If the s� ever found it, it would be gorie in 
days. This was an artifact of the last rain, which.had sheeted over 
the face of this isolated mountain and just happened to catch irt 
this dark place where a block of stone had fallen, leaving · a hole 
like the pulling of a tooth. Bees had come because it was the only 
water in their range. They distended their. abdomens with water· 
arid carried it back to cool and moisten their hive. 

I unraveled a tape measure and slowly passed it through the 
bees, then reached down to scratch numbers on a notepad. Bees 
landed on my forearm. They explored my fingers, with their legs 
catching in my hairs. This hole, I calculated, ·contained twenty
two and a half gallons of.rainwater; it was abotit three feet long, 
a foot wide, and a tapering foot deep. Crustaceans called ostra
cods, each s�l as a dill seed, cruised the floor, their ptesence· 
suggesting a longer life to this pool than I might have thought. 
Weeks rather than days. Bees started bottlenecking against my 
body, troubled by my movements, making me nervous, so I pulled 
my head backward into the light. 
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This. particular island of �ite, so heavy �d white w1th 
quartz that it was hard to fook at in the middle of the_ day, 
became a regular stop, a land.mark to let me know how far it was 
to the mountains to the west. Haifway points are more_ llllportant 
than the destinati�n with these kinds of distances. On the Morn
ing � the crescent inoon I paused to take_ measurements and
drink a cup of water from the bee hole. It had only a slight, 
earthy taste ·of rock. As I drank I could leel the water fill the 
inside of my body as if I wer.e an empty jar. There WllS no water 
on my back. Everything had been stored at my base camp, where 
'I would arrive before sunset. I felt as if I were treading in the mid
dle of the Pacific 0� no land in sight. I would stop now and 
then just to test the feeiing, to say out loud that I had no water 
with ·me and see how that felt. It wa� a peculiar combination of 
arrogance and vulnerability. With this drink, I climbed down and 
walked farther. 

Distances are meaningless here. Walking toward �is western 
mountain range seemed, for Iilost of the day; to be a futile task. 
But by afternoon the range, which had kept still since morning, 
began to shift. What was a single ridge unfolded into a b�ckdr°op 
of different- mountains. The hazy blue qf far objects became a 
variety of colors. Smaller mountains came and went, rags of gran
. ite tliat took no note of my p;lSsage. A mountain range that �d 
looked like crUnlpled paper on the horizon now occupi�d most of 
the view, then opened into canyons, coming around me as I 
walked inside. Chasins sp1:ead up from the desert floor. The 
smooth bajada behind me was put away, an,d the world became a 
.ring·�£ quartz cathe�ls, steeples playing all oyer the sky. 

-The somewhat barren land of the bajada was replaced at_ the
foot 0£ the range with groves of ironwood and paloverde trees, 
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vines of devil's claw skulking among fallen mesquite branches, 
saguaros clumped together like old men waiting for a bus, and 
massive, spidery ocotillos with arms sprawling at the air. The, 
desert here became arboreal with what little moisture <!rains from 
the mountains during a storm. 

I reached my cache, a smail cave sealed with dried elephant 
tree limbs and a tarp. Everything in this cave had been deposited 
over a period of several weeks during my passes-by in search of 
water holes, as I dropped off extra supplies and water for when I 
would later need them. I withdrew objects slowly, watching for 
scorpions. I grabbed the canvas water bag and it collapsed between 
my fingers, empty. Rodents had gotten in.· Chewed a hole in the 
bottom, letting the water spill into the hole, soaking sand, then 
drying. They had not disturbed the food or the notes in plastic 
bags. They took my water. 

Thirst, I remembered, is mostly a psychological pain, at first. 
It can drive you insane sp that you die of something other than 
dehydration; Fafling or getting trapped on a cliff or walking in 
the wrong dire<;tion. I remembered this and steadied my mind. I 
methodically unloaded new food supplies into the cache, took 
five days' worth of what I needed, and sealed the thing up, walk
ing s�uth now without water. I was still treading in the oceax.i, 
Still couldn't see land. 

Weeks earlier, I had recorded a hole several miles away, and in 
my notes it was marked as Dry 001, meaning that it was the first 
of a series of dry holes. Because of what I remembered of its 
shape, a certain moistness to the sand in its floor, curtains of dry 
algae, and its position along the bottom of a constricted canyon, I 
thought it might someday hold wate�.' There. had been signs of a 
coyote digging in its sand. Light rain had come once since I had 
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last �een it. Perhaps light rain twenty miles away meant · heavy 
rain over the hole; 

I rcise through canyons where nolinas grew fifteen feet tall. 
each · with slender, exotk trunks like those of palm trees and a 
crown of grass� !eaves. Canyon walls worked into odd shapes 
like nests of bones-finely curved ribs, sockets, and skulls. I 
climbed through these, coming over a pass and dropping down the 
other side into a wash. I bit lightly on .m:y tongue, finding it dry. 

When the wash tightened into bedrock I found Dry 001. It 
held about sixteen gallons of clear water. I stood for a moment in 
front of it, trying not to act desperate or crazily excited. I simply 
stared at the water, letting my hartds list to my sides. I drank, tak
ing water from just ·beneath the surface, then made notes and 
measurements, spanning a tape measure across the surface and 
then to· the bottom. The hole was the shape of a-cone, so 'i calcu
lated the volume based on the volume of a cone. Not too accurate, 
but good enough. The name for a wa� hole like this is tinaja, 
Spanish for "earthen jar,,. a description· I have always liked. A per
son who constructs or sells water jars is a tma;ero. The English 
word often used as a parallel is tank, not nearly as rich or descrip
tive a term. 

I gathered a couple of gallons from the tinaja. A gift. I tried to 
take this with my head down, and I worried that my disinterested 
taking of · measurements might not be the proper response to 
something giving m.e life. I paused the� thinking of how I should 
act, what words I should use. Nothing came. The desert is full of 
simple acts with m.describable significance. I merely rose and left, 
a thief of water.· 

· Just after nightfall I dropped gear at a place where the con
trast of dark basalt boulders cin the pale quartz surface looked 

,· 
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like raisins drying on linen. An ocotillo reaching its arms all over 
the sky made me think of a black octopus gathering stars. I sat 
beneath it, staring. 

Being here alone had a sharpened edge to it. The edge came at 
night, whenever I stopped and sat among roclcs. I had no stove, 
only nuts, raisins, and chocolate, so I did not have the ritual of 
preparing a meal. I reached out and spread my hand to measure 
spaces between stars. The magnifying glass of the atmosphere 
pried constellations apart at the horizon and then made them 
smaller as they rose. For a sense of comfort and familiarity, I 
arranged each of my belongings, placing my knife on a rock 
beside m}'.' headlamp, the water on my right, notebook on my 
left. I again spread my hand into the air to see how the stars 
had changed. 

An. ecologist working in this desert qnce looked straight at me 
and with a quiet voice told me to be careful. "I don't kriow what 
it is about the ,P.lace," she said, "but there are hoodoos out 
there." She then started telling me stories I did not want to hear. 
One researcher had her vclticle burn to the ground, with a total 
loss of equipment ani records. It burned for no reason. Hoodoos

is an odd word for a uniformed federal scientist to be using, as if 
warning .me of ghosts. But the word s�yed with me. 

So fur the only odd event had been that my truck was broken 
into near a £ifty7mile-long sand road. The break-in was a sign of 
desperation from people who kicked out a window and went past 
all my valuables to the food, clothes, and water. Anything else 
would have weighed them down, lessening their chances of get
ti,ng out of here. Nearby, I came upon their vehicle-a l>eat-up 
Camara from Mexico-with one tire shredded and th� rest 
bogged so far down in .sand, up past the doors, that .the occupants 
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had had to crawl out through· the windows. Empty plastic milk 
jugs lay in the back. 

At the same time as this break-in, a: body of a backpacker was 
found southeast of here. The :man had been missing for nearly 
half a year. With the proper pellmits and equipment, he had 
arrived to hike into the Agua Dulce Range. I surmised that he got 
out of his car and was seduced by the vacuous bajadas, kept 
walking until he collapsed from thirst. For the people wor1:cmg at 
the refuge headquarters, the time that the body went undiscov
ered was like a door left open, making it hard to concentrate. The 
body was found, the door �losed. But other doors are still open 
all over, banging in the wind. 

Out here I hesitated to tell myself stories about such things as 
hoodoos ?r found bodies. I preferred to snidy the stars rather 
than wonder. why I would wake suddenly at µight. An acria� 
bombing range surrounds the refuge, and daily I found unex
ploded missiles stabbed into the ground. Occasionally jct fighters 
came barreling in and out, chasing each other's tail, raking behlnd 
them .a wall of noise. l have been told of pilots mo� down 
endangered Sonoran pronghorn with machine guns. From the 
cockpit of a jet fighter you might imagine that nothing down here 
could get you. One pilot was. dropped into the refuge for rescue 
training. Sitting alone on the bajada in his flight suit, he said he 
felt fme. Night came. Then, he said, his world was not so easy. He 
could not sleep as he sat alone on a hump of granite. Maybe, with 
how quiet it gets at night, he could hear all the bll!lging doors. 

In thi.s small pack, the one to be taken beyond the first and sec-
1:>Dd supply caches, was rooin for just enough gear: small tools of 
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measurement, something to sleep . in, dry food, notebook, a pen 
and pencil, first-aid supplies, and a headlamp. A set of folded 
papers fit neatly down the side. These papers were not important 
items that might save my life or keep 1ne comfortable at night, but 
under the midday shade of ironwood or paloverde trees, I 
unfolded them in· the sand and read. They consisted of copied 
memoirs from a Jesuit missionary who had been sent here from 
Spain in 1683. Among the .memoirs was a reproduction of .the 
missionary's rt1ap, which is what first interested me in Father 
Eusebio Kino, a man I remembered from Arizona History classes 
in high school. He was the first person to record on paper the 
location of water holes in the Sonoran Desert. 

Handmade Jesuit maps of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen
-turies were of a meticulous, artful quality, detailing places previ
ously unknown to European cartographers and explor�s. Kino's 
work was one of these puzzle pieces, and it was in fact one of the. 
best maps of the NC\! World at the time. He recorded latitudes by 
astrolabe, holding -the instrument against s�s and the horizon. 
As I studied, I was taken by his accuracy. His map is a square, 
centered �n the delta of the Colorado River, incorporating parts 
of the Sonoran coast.-and of Baja, where Kino �d explored in 
1683 !lllder the title of royal cosmographer. It is the first map to 
show Califonµa not as an island but· as a continuous segment of 
North America, a supposition borne out by Kino's overland-trav
els. At the time, the survey of larger landmasses was commonly 
done from ships along coastlines. Kino chose to -do his work on 
foot and by horseback.· He had to cross Cabeza Prieta in order to 
do thi�. 

, On his map this vast interior country, unmarked by _missions
or any sort of township or- rancherla, bore only the ·names La
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Tinaja. Agua Escondida, and Aguaje de la Luna. Three watering 
sites. Just above 32 degrees latitude sat Aguaje dela iuna (Water
ing· Place of the Moon} and Ag�a Escondida (Hidden Water). 
Below 32½ degrees was La Tinaja (The Jar). He called the holes 
at La Tinaja pilas. meaning baptismal fonts. 

On February 22, 1702, Kina and his party were held back by 
heavy rains that overtopped local tinajas, causing them to cascade 
from one to the next. Even knowing that they were not con
structed by human. hands, he described these as "very �ightly 
rocks which appeared to be very fine tanks made by hand and 
with very great art." 

Kino's gentle language reflects the _tone of his explorations. 
His was not the bloodbath journey common to his contempo
raries in the New World. He did not sever feet from the youth of 
.villages or pluck eyeballs from old men who refused to beg for 
their lives. His concern for gold seemed no greater than his con
cern for granite� Slavery would have only befuddled his interests, 
and he· petitioned the Spanish government to allow him to con
vert Native Americans without requir� that these new converts 
commit the following twenty years to labor on estates or at mines, 
as was the law. He led cattle into the desert so 'that if he came upon 
any encampment of people, he would have something to offer. 

Even the military personnel who joined him were not brought 
for reasons of war. Kino wanted secular witnesses who could 
return to explain that these people of the desert were not mon
strous savages who, as �e Spanish believed,. ate their own chil
dren, but were human beings of a composed nature. The Spanish, 
for the most part, did not understand the desert, did not under
stand that people could survive without going mad. 

During his twenty-four-year residence in the desert, Kino made 
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more than fifty journeys, what he called entradas, each varying· 
between one hundred and cine thousand miles. Although he was a 
markedly skilled cartographer,· technology was not yet available 
for the field recording of longitudes. So his maps do not pinpoint 
his route ex:actly, and there is debate as to where certain tinajas 
lie. His travels through Cabeza Prieta were done east to west and 
then west to east, setting a line roughly correspon<l;ing to what is 
now called ElCamino del Duzblo, the Road of the Devil . The line 
follows the watc;r hoies: 

Of petsonal itffll:S along this route, Kino carried in leather 
saddle bags · only essentials: gear for survival; an astrolabe for 
mapping; a black cassock, typical ol the Jesuit faith, which. 
extended from his shoulders to his feet; field notes; a small tele
scope; metal knife blades or trinketS'-glass beads, ceramic pieces, 
or rosaries---:,which could be offered as gifts if he should encounter 
· anyone; and, finally, devotional necessities (while crossing the
desert, mass was performed for twenty· minutes. each morning,
which would have required a gourd for wine, a host chalice, water,
and bread). For reasons of faith or obligation he constantly wore a
vow cross made of brass, inlaid with a wooden crucified figure.

Ofall the people who have died here, none were under Kino's
watch. None of his people wandered off lost in search of water,
never to return.;.....a record that was due partly·to the knowiedge of
Native Americans who joined hi� travels and partly to Kino's
refined · sense of landscape. There were apparently times when
neither i<ino nor his companions knew where the next water
�ould lie, and they relied oil. each other to find. it. Kino watched
closely. He recorded each detail.

I imagine those who now �e here are intent on getting across
rather than intent on 'finding water. The only way to get across is
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to have- the sole intention of finding water. This was made appar
ent by K_ino's constant mention of water in his notes. 

The dead are most often found on the rolling bajadas and 
even lower, .where the desert spreads itself flat, as if they thought 
that somehow they would find salvation at the lowest points, 
where gravity always carries water �d leaves it. They would crawl 
under the spade-shaped shadows of brittlebush and the speckled 
shadows of creosote, or cooler paloverde, and there would suffer 
slow, delusional ends. The m:ountains must have looked too for
bidding, too far away, too much like struggle and fear waiting on 
the horizon .. They are also the only places that carry reliable 
water here. Kino always routed his entradas through these moun
tains when the easier way would have been (o go around. 

Once rainwater pours into the calligraphy of low, sandy 
washes, it is gone. Water is all up there, in the crags and chasms 
of the mountain ranges where containers have been carved from 
the rock like secret vases and ollas. The ranges along El Camino 
del Diablo are particularly poor at holding water, their granite 
too coarse to form neat bowls. and the canyons too steep to allow 
the water to pause in a hole as it races down. Of deserts I had 
walked through, this was the most covert with its water. Still, 
Kino found and named some of the most remarkable sources. His

small telescope was often employed in the scanning of distant 
mountains. He could not see water, but he could·see the angle of 
rock, the abundance or absence of shadows. Steep, dark canyons 
speak of water, and they cap he studied sometirn,es from thirty 
miles away. Whether they actually hold water or not is a different 
question. He had to go there to find out. 

· His first arrival at Aguaje de la Luna, in 1702, came under
concern that water would not be found at all. It was just p.ast 
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midnight when the party entered a deep gorge and, �ith an 
accomp�ent of a full moon, scrambled upward. Stock ani
mals, unable to maneuver through the steep boulders, were left 
behind. These peregrine travelers entered a mountain range that 
stretched like a parched ·spinJ, a place now called Sierra Pinta. 
The moonlight must have made the granite look even more like 
bone, s9ftening its edges, removing aberrant colors. Among the 
sharpened processes of this spine, they chose this particular route, 
perhaps because of its deeper shadows. Nearly halfway up a 
gorge, drenched in moonlight, they came upon a tinaja (?Ontaining 
nearly two thousand gallons of water. It is one of only two tinajas 
in the range. Kino named it for the moonlight. On his third 
arrival at Aguaje de la Luna, when he was in his late fifties, Kino 
cleared a trail for his 
animals out of these 
boulders, beating apart 
rocks by hand to reach 

. 

the water. 
My original, child

hood vision of what 
Kino looked like, a 
squat Friar Tuck kind 
of man with a jovial, 
plump-faced grin, was 
replaced by the image 
Qf a lean, muscular man 
who set his body against 
work that needed to be 
done. He would rarely 
wear his black cassock Tinajas 
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on .these entr�as-reserving it for formal encounter&:-,--and so 
wore ordinary cl0.thes of the period. He wore far less regalia than 
his military escorts. Under the sun of the desert, on these great 
expanses between ranges, he looked like an ordinary man bearing 
no weapons, no helmet, and no robe of faith. Only a small vow 
cross hung against his chest. And each morning he dropped to his 
knees in the sand, �forming his humbling ritual, his holy water 
gathered from a tinaja. 

Walking for so long in a place few others travel, I have come 
across my own footprints, .a bit formless in the grainy sand and · 
gravel after days or weeks of wind. I have followed myself, inves· 
tigating my own rituals. Up an arroyo, out to a cre.osote bush 
where I peed, along a gauntlet of sprawling ocotillo looking for 
dried flowers. I found the marks of my �boulder blades where I 
had slept, and a fallen, rotten saguaro that I had severed. �pen 
with a knife to see what was inside, its black, spilled innards now 
dried like· ·syrup on· a table. With my finger I have studied the 
depth of my tracks, finding where I had given or taken weight, 
where· l had barely paused to turn my head. If there had been 
much of a pause, I looked up to scan the horizon I would have 
viewed, lQOking for what I had looked for, imagining who I was 
when the prints had been left. I found where coyotes had crossed 
iny path and sniffed at my heels. 

When I came to· the canyon that holds the largest tinaja,. set 
deeply back into the range, I intersected my own tracks four 
times. A busy location for me. Each set of tracks marked a return 
for water at a place I could rely upon for months. I stopped in 
today to fill up, walking along stacks of l>oulders, past a rib cage· 
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of a bighorn sheep toppled to the side in sand, the same rib cage I 
· had seen unmoved each time before. The canyon narrowe.d into a
resistant rock, a hardened volcanic slurry that turned soft in its
eroded shapes. The narrows burrowed down so that the walls
became curved rather than sharp, squeezing until they revealed a
disk of water fifteen feet across.

Two thousand fifty·three gallons of rainwatel:. This was the
one that could last through a summer when everything else, even
the water in _the surrounding mountains, had gone out. The pool
sank into a greenish chest of shadows, showing the way through
hollows in the rock floor. It was almost blinding to � ,so much
water. Look across this mountain range-in fact, look over the
. 

. 

whole of Cabeza Prieta and the surrounding ranges: the Kofas,
the Trigos, the Gilas, the Cargo Muchachps, the Ajos, Growlers,
Craters, Childs, Granites, Mohawks, Pintas-and the thought of
water will sting. the back of your neck. It is out there, but to actu·
ally find it, to find this tinaja, is overpowering, like coming across
blood on snow. I 'spread my � so that my palm floated o�
the surface. Shadows of my fingers cast through the fine mist of
microscopic organisms. Waiting· in the canyon above was an
archipelago of tinajas, adding up to forty.five hundred gallons.
Each tinaja hung gently over dry plunges from orie to the next.·

This was not an oasis in the classic �- There were no palms,
no broad leaves big as a hand, no lush. grasses. It was raw and
exposed, rock and water, making· it appear not extravagant but
completely impfausible. I filled my bags, then crawled down on
my stomach to drink straight from the hole. The back of my·calves
baked in the sun. A couple of red spotted toads glued themselves·
to the dampness surrounding the tinaja. Toads, out here. Seventy
miles from the nearest reasonable, permanent water source, which
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is Quitobaquito Springs in Organ Pipe Cactus National MonWiient 
to the east .. 
· Water fleas of the genus Daphnia dangled just �eneath the sur
face, hardly visible to the naked eye. Under a hand lens Daphnia ..
is as fine and crystalline as an ornament of blown glass, its body
almost invisible except for the faint shadows of internal organs.
When I've taken a powerful microscope to this water, it has
appeared · as if full of broken slivers · of glass, countless fragile
organisms. With the sun on the backs of my legs, I cupped these
organisms in my hand, staring with the lens. Shapes like these
should.not be here, not ·in the.·desert, not something so delicate;
Only at a tinaja could there be such a display of incongruity,

Rock contoured around the water's surface as if hands had 
rubbed the clay of this earthen jai; just as Kino had described. No 
sharp angles existed iri the rock. Curves were as smooth as where 
the neck meets the shoulder, as where the arch of the foot sways 
off the heel. Everything else in Cabeza Prieta bears the cross lines 
of busted granite, the landscape lootru,;,g like a he�t ripped from 
the body, something out of violence, made in a fist. °The moun
tains are heaved upward, pinnacles thrown to .the sky so that 
boulders toppl� over themselves. Down at this very point, where 
the fingers of mountains have drawn togetheJ:, the shape turns 
ceramic. Within the shape, as if invited to come, is water. 

I once caine · up a canyon a few miles southwest of here, scaling 
shadows and the sculpted brows of granite. The word water, agua, 
rested on the lips of these rocks, waiting to be spoken. Finally it was 
said in a curved, shaded bowl beneath a dry waterfall-a broad, 
clear pool cupped against the rock. The sand and small rocks below 
'glowed with colors like animals in a tidal pool. I had known that I 
would find water there. The.shape of polished .stone told me so. 
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A tinaja is so specific in its shape that any alteration changes 
even the condition of the water. Nearly each time I have seen 
human improvement attempted at a tinaja, the water has been 
bankrupted. The bowl of a tinaja is steep at the upstream side 
and shallow at the downstream, which pouts'outward like.the lip 
of a pitcher. This gently sloped exit, a happenstance of hydrology 
and erosion, ensures that organic debris is flushed out with heavy 
rains. Cement dams have been constructed to increase the holding 
capacity of some tinajas, with the intention of supplying more 
water to bighorn sheep. What happens instead is that organic 
material on the floor swirls around during a flood, unable to top 
the impoundment. The tinaja rots. The water becomes the color 
of decayed fruit. Under a microscope it is little more than a jungle 
of single-celled algae, no sign of the glasslike baubles. 

In some cement dams, not only is the flow of organic material 
cut off, but also flood-driven rocks and boulders are stalled.. I 
found a dam built in February 19:48, spanning a 32-foot-wide 
section of canyon that once proved excellent at garnering water 

' into holes. After fifty years it had long since filled to its nine-foot
tall rim with r�ck debris, impounding twenty-three hundred 
cubic feet of rock instead of watei:. A former refuge pianager · for 
Cabeza Prieta told me that at one improved tank he had to go out 
with a shovel after each heavy rain, digging sand out of the hole. 

Of the water�hole maps I have seen, the one that most intrigues 
me is one left on the ,ground,' out in the open, completely different ' 
in style from what Father Kino produced in 1705. Rather than 
something recorded on paper,.by hands, with fillgree handwriting, 
this was set by � below the mountains in a style more fitting to 
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the era of rock art than of Jesuits. It consists of subtle trails, too 
wide and intentional to have been left by wildlife. Sunlight was 
too bright, washing them from view, so· I looked for them at 
night. Vaguely milky in moonlight, the trails showed as faint as 
breath- on a cold day. 

Kino never mentioned these lines in the desert, but I'm sure he 
saw them, or at least involuntarily followed them. They take the 
easiest routes, curving where they hug high points on the bajada, 
aiming toward particular canyons or mountains. I've come down 
one -of these trails at night and stopped where another entered· 
from a different angle, leading away into darkness to some other 
starting point tens of miles farther like a country road striking off. 

The trails weie formed-by the passing of countless feet, which 
sorted each small stone to jts flattest profile. These prehistoric 
routes are not consciously constructed. They are instead recordings 
left out of habit, ?Ut of slow repetition, obviously of some antiquity 
because many pass through three-hundred-year-old saguaros with
out flinching. Other markings tell of use within the past hundred 
years: I found a series of small stones spelling out the word WATER, 
with an arrow pointing toward a canyon where there was indeed 
a, large tinaja. The trail beside pus message was older than the 
word. It was probably older than the English language. 

Italk:ed with Gayle Hartmann, one of the archaeologists who 
did work at the Tmajas Altas c�p west of Cabeza Prieta. Her 
impression of the people who had left these trails was that they 
were in constant motion, a demand put on them by the land. 
"You can't. park yourself at any tinaja and expect to survive 
very long," she said. "You're going to quickly eat up everything 
atound you. These people were in small groups and moved 
around through broad areas with a really intimate understanding 
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of what was available at what times of the year." She described 
great journeys these people had taken. It was documented 
even up to three hundred years ago that people regularly walked 
hundreds of miles from near Tucson to the ocean. Shortly after 
the time of these great walks, Anglos and Mexicans were dying 
in droves just trying to cross modest portions of the same route. 
The moral is that if you know the land and its maps, you 
might live. 

Closer to large tinajas the trails converge like strands of a spi
derweb coming to the center,. and within a few miles of water, 
broken pieces of pottery tend to appear alonsside. Mostly th� 
pieces are plain: thick-rimmed, ochre ceramics called Colorado 
River buff ware. Clay vessels would have peen hauled back and 
forth until finally a carrier stumbled. The stumbles added up in 
places- so . that over hundreds upon hundreds of years · pottery 
became evenly scattered, in some places pieces on top of pieces. 
Along with the �ottery a small number of shells might be foood, 

. brought from far oceans probably for adornment, wealth, or cer� 
emony._ Along one of these trails I picked up . part of a shallow
water cockleshell, its delicate hinges still intact after being carried 
hundred� of miles from the Sea of Cortes. 

lstarted calling these trails _waterlines. Waterlines are the oppo
site of canals, moving people to water rather than water to peo� 
ple. This bestows a formidable significance on the origin_ itself, 
the tinaja, because that is where you must go. Must. It comes and 
goes over the year, or over the days, while the location always 
remains the same: Ym� can put your finger down and say here. Of 
all this land, all this. drynes!!, all of these mountains heaped upon 
mountains, here.

�ith full water bags tamped. into my pack, I walked away 
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from this Jargest tinaja. The field of surrounding boulders was a 
· litter of· black basalt, shiny the way coal becomes when. rubbed
with a cloth. In the sun all day; certain angles of these rocks bum
flesh at the slightest touch. They hold their heat well into the
night. They also hold drawings. Wal� through; I could see the
drawings around me as if heaps of strange artwork had been top
pled out of a dump truck. These were lines at1d inset curves, each
carved by hand, the hands of the siµne people who left the water
lines. On some boulders every possible facet had been marked, like
the tattooed face of a Maori fisherman. Some petroglyphs swayed
to the underside of a bouldeJ; coming out on the opposite face,
le.aving half of the art down where scorpions wait out their days.

That there were no familiar symbols, no animals, dated these
to a style commdn three or four thousand years ago. But the age
of rock art here is unknown. One .µ-chaeologist suggested to me
that it might be no older than four hundred· yea.rs, or as old as
four thousand, explaining that beqluse of the rigors .of survival in
Cabeza Prieta, people maintained whatever rituals had kept their
culture alive for thousands of years-ways of gathering food,
finding water, or leaving signs on rock. Mostly these signs were
carved webs and rays and intersecting lines. It was a sort of
geometry that made the place look like a chalkboard left unclean
after a math class. These people rarely addressed the larger or
.more prominent boulders, choosing instead the more numerous
commonplace boulders, as if in a gesture of humility.

· Directly between the etched boulders and the string of tinajas
was an alcove. The back wall of this alcove showed a faint hand
print made with dots of ashen ,Paint, probably hundreds if not
thousands of years old. It was the last piece of artwork after the
boulder field of rock art, where waterlines approached from all
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directions .and met the tinaja. It· was the X on the map. It said, 
Here, you have arrived. Drink. 

In· the morning I crossed a place called Cabeza Prieta Pass and 
turned north. At each of the passes and notches I found pottery, 
enough in some cases that I contd bend over iµid piece together a 
portion of a jar. I followed corridors of peaks md valleys, step
ping down into washes, crushing the leaves of desert lavender 
between my �ers so that I cou�d set the smell loose. I wiped the 
scent across the base of my throat and over the skin between my 
wrist and Plll;ffi, 

. Walking into one of the interior ranges, held within a larger 
range; I found a place where the walls muscled apart, revealing a 
nucleus basin suspended within one of the D).O�ntains. Inside of 
this I follow.ed the rounds of boulders and the trunks of fallen 
nolinas. In a s�all parabola of rock sat a little more than a tenth 
of a gallon of wateL I came to my· knees and placed hands on 
both sides. E:ven being so small-:--less than a foot across and one 
and a half inches deep-it housed a community of mosquito lar
vae, midge larvae known as chironomids," and gelatinous flat
worms. I smelled it .instead of tasting it. Not enough water for 
even. a . sip. It carried the scent of life, the smell of something 
green. How this had endured the past weeks of sun was not 
clear. It had never been much larger than this, so slight that if I 
dropJ)ed a nickel int<? the dish, the change in volume would be 
visible. Easily it could be disrpissed, stepped over without notice. 
The rest of the· world has water: lakes and streams and fa�ets 
and drinking fountains and swimming pools. The rest of the 
world is insatiable. Here, a tenth of a gallon is as �triking as acid, 
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yet I could inhale that amount through my lips and in two sec-·

onds it would be gone. 
I once spent twenty days north of here in the Kofa Mountains. 

There I would come to a tinaja and strip off my clothes, sinking 
into it and letting the shock of cold in the desert rise through my 
spine, into the sky. Every chance I got I doused myself in these 
�aters. This.happened every few days. Now, in Cabeza Prieta, I 
felt like a parched ascetic: Salt ringed my eyes, Brittle trails of 
blood decorated my calf muscles. The prosperity of the Kofas had 
been replaced by rarity in Cabeza Prieta. 
· I dabbed the surface of this tiny pool with a finger as I had

done to each one, 1wt out of conscious choice but involuntarily to
keep from weeping, to do anything so that I could touch this
water. I touched only with my fingers because I remembered the
Tohono O'odham people.wh� live east of here, and how it is their 
customary belief that water is not to be taken boastfully. It is 
important to listen to people who have been in the desert for 
some time. To ask for too much water is to invite disaster. Only in 
a place like this would you bow your head and humbly request 
just the water you need and no more. Only here would you walk 
away from water when thirsty, but not thirsty enough. 

Forty feet up the canyon from the tenth of a gallon I found 
two gallons, then another gallon. I left them in place, taking no 
water on the chance I would find something farther. Which I did:· 
four tinajas of thirty-four gallons to the north. 

With so many people dying from dehydration arid exposure in this 
region, in 1917 the United States Congress appropriated $10,000 
to send surveyors into southeast California and south.west Arizona 
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to map watering sites. Breaking into teams of two, each with camp
ing supplies, a plane table for mapping, and a Ford automobile, 
the U.S. Geological Survey crew scattered through sixty thousand 
square miles of desert looking for water. Kirk Brya!]-, head of the 
field program, kept notes on their finds. 

Beyond the center of the Cabeza Prieta Range by ten miles, he 
described a place called Coyote Water, where water· can be 
obtained by digging about four feet into·the sand of a particul� 
arroyo. South of Coyote Water, Bryan reached Tinajas Altas, one 
of cl:ie more rdiable sources. He arrived in October 1917, taking 
note of nearly seventy nearby graves as he passed, His notes on 
Tmajas Altas .are indicative of how he approached each water 
hole, taking down as many details as might be_needed for those 
coming behind him: 

Water will be found in a series of � in a: very steep 
stream channel or dry falls 500 f� west of-sign [whi� 
was placed by' the team]. The lowest tank is commonly 
full of sand, and water will be found by digging in sand. 
The s�ond and third tanks are best reached by turning 
left (so�th), where a steel cable will be found, up which it 
is easy to climb the smooth rock face. The Upper tanks are 
difficult to reach, and it can perhaps best be done by tak
ing trail to right and climbing to "window" and then 
going down to canyon above falls: The water lasts all year, 
but the lower tanks are sometimes exhausted by travelers. 
If so, climb to uppe.r tanks and pour water down �d 
to fill lower ones. The water is palatable but there are usu
ally dead bees in it. Occasionally mountain sheep· slip and 
fall into the t,mks and contaminate the water. 
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The teams erected 305 water signs, each one anchored into 
the ground with two redwood blocks. They were made of 18-
gauge steel, white background ·with dark blue letters offering 
names, distances, ·a.nd directions to watering places. Standing 
alone. on a· trail or a rarely used road, these signs were classic, 
with arrows p.ointing off to seemingly nowhere, which in certain 
cases could only enhance a sense of despail:. 
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As a warning, Bryan said that the traveler here "must dr� 
what is available, and the permanent inhabitant is so hardened to 
water contaminated with mineral salts or organic matter that he 
accepts without question water which elsewhere would. be con
sidered unfit for human consumption." 

A series of maps emerged ·from the fieldwork. The ·one I took 
interest in was titled "Relief Map of the Western Part of the 
Papago Country, Arizona, Showing Desert Watering Places." 
When I came across this document, it was stiff with the feel of a 
starched collar, neatly creased from having been folded, unseen 
for ·seventy years. Mountains were; shaded in � grainy brown, as if 
from a clear evening light from the northwest. Small red triangles 
marked the tinajas. 

My own record of water. holes was preposterously focused 
· compared with Bryan's. By the end of my time here, I would have
found fifty-two individual water holes, but most were too small
to capture the attention of those at the refuge �adquarters, and
they would not last long enough to maintain bighorn sheep popu
lations. In all I had found about fifty-five hundred gallons of
water. This mountain range, parched as table salt, has water.

:-, 
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Contrary to every impression yoii �ther kQm:l�()king a.Q"QSS. this 
country, there is a way to _survive. 

Each evening in the· fidd- I would regard my own ·map. The 
water holes I had marked with a black pen corresponded to a 
notebook where I recorded· the iongitude and latitude, the aspect, 
gradient, and dimensions of e�ch hole. a rough inventory of inver
tebrates, .the size of the watershed,-:the.type of rock.and its t�
ture; then there were sundry notes on, for �stance, _the taste of 
the' water or whether bighorn' sheep had been tpc:re recently or 
not. These notes were my lllap of watei holes. 

· I once left Cabe� Prietain the middle of my research to trayel
to an archive in Tempe, ,Ar�IIa. Th�re I asked to see a bo�k of
maps published in � late 18_00�. -lwa� preseil� with an ·object· 
that stood about three feettall, its co�er tied dosed with three 
strings sutured into th� book itself. Too heavy and qm1�rsome 
to carry with one hand, it had to be hauled to a reading table 
with both of my. arms supporting it. from below, as I would carry 
a tray of fragile dishes. The maps in this book had been drawn 
during a survey by the United States._a11d Mc:.xico lnt�national 
Boundary Commission. A party from the comrilission, four men 
traveling from Sonoy.ta, Me�dco, to their post in Y�nia, Arizona, 
had �nee reported their encounters with emigrants who 'were 
struggling from a lack of water. Wri� in his perso�al journal, 
one of the crew left this passage; 

Some-nien had died from thirst, and others were.nearly 
exhausted. Among those we passed between the Col
orado [River] and the· "Tinajas Altas," was a party com
posed of one woman and three· men, on foot, a 
pack-horse in wretched condition carrying their all. The 
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men had given up from pu.re exhaustion and lai<l down
to di�; but the woman, animat� by· 1ove and sympathy, 
had plodded on over the lo_ng road until she reached 
water, then clambering up the side of the mountain to 
the highest tinaja,. she filled her bota [a sort of leather
flask], and scarcely stopping to take rest, started back to 
resuscitate. her dying companions.· When we met them 
she was striding along in advance of the men,. animating 
them by her example. 

I untied each of the bin<ling strings, and the Boundary Com
mission book, published.in 1882, opened like a vault. There were 
no explanations in$ide. No 1:4les of travel or intriguing encoun
ters. Any �e used was official, in both Spanish and English. 
The. book was n:i.eant to convey only topography �d · a bold line 
marking the border between two countries. I ran my finger along 
this border, turning broad, heavy pages from New Mexico into 
Arizona, looking for the edge of Cabeza Prieta. 

_There, on the correct page, I recognized the shape of topo
graphic lines, how they made impressi�ns of mountains I had 
walked across. Within these lines were black dots and, · beside 
each dot, the word tinaja; There were no other words nearby, no 
descriptive terms or names of landmarks. I studied these sites for 
several �utes. I .recognized the water holes, could see them in 
my mind: where· they sat in a canyon, what their �ater looked 
like tucked int� the shade of smooth rock, the ripe taste they car
ried after months of no rain. 

I closed the book, placed my hands on the solid cover, and 
re�ized theJ} that I had been wrong. The st9�y of water that I had 
been trying to repak had not been lost. It had never even been 
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interrupted. When I began this mapping project I beli�ed that l 
was personally bridging a gap my culture had clumsily left open •. 
We had not kept the story of water and its maps going. Now I 
saw that it was no accident or coincid�nce that these record keep
ers came into the desert and mapped its water so diligently. Every 
era produced its own map, sent its own people into the deeper 
desert to come back telling stories. The story is still intact, ritually 
retold in the maps, papers, leather-bound books, and the carvings 
on rock. Each generation is linked by the knowledge of this waW:: 

· I kept my hand on the book, feeling partly ashamed for under
estimating the people of this land, yet filled with a sense of com
pleteness. The finding of water turns out to be intrinsic, ·stored in 
our desires that push us out looking even in the most hostile of 
places. We never forgot to move the litory ahead. 

In a month's tim� Father Kino would have crossed hundreds of 
miles, and Kirk Bryan's crew would have. erected signs around 
_numerous mountain ranges. In the same period I w�und tighter . 
and tighter circles into this single mountain range. The circles; 
growing smaller and more detailed, felt almost obsessive and I 
took careful notes to remind myself of w�t I had seen, that there. 
was more than just these stones beneath my feet. 

Several hours before sunset I climbed high, using a canyon 
that cut straight up the center of a mountain· c�in. � the 
canyon ended, I scrambled up the edge, _then topped out at a thin 
razorback of granite. The inside of the backside of nowhere .. I 
spread my arms for balance and looked acr� the·world. lJsually 
I would ·remain in th.e- canyons, hunting watei; where I would 
sleep, but I wanted to come up and see, I wanted tQ breathe. lbe 
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washes, marked by bands of greenery, made fine loomwork, their 
strands descending from the knots of mountains, spreading across 
the curve of the earth. I stood-two thousand feet straight over the 
desert floor, my hands open to the sky. 

To the south, in the low, �ly evening light; I could see the 
ellipse shadows of sand dunes in Mexico, how they curved like 
cusps of crescent moons. Rows ·of mountains encrypted them
selves into. each other, one behind the next, too many to count. 
There were mountains I had not even known existed, occupying 
the earth to every edge. Wmds came up from both sides, pressing 
my body. They carried �ells. Desert lavender. Creosote. 

Below somewhere were El Camino del Diablo and Aguaje de 
la Luna. So many curious names and mysterious deaths out here. 
These are stories, and they say something about the place, the same 
way water tells of the shape of an object as it passes. But the sto
ries are not the place. All of the names and the deaths and the 
bones piled up to keep the. wind �rom leaving the country are our 
replies to this landscape. These are the comments we've made as 
we have been confronted with the mountains and the long 
stretches below. Long before we made �y of these remarks, there 
was water. There was this single definiti�n to the land, which 
eventually formed the words on our lips as we traveled here, 
which told us which way to go to get across. My stories about 
this water are only my teµing of the shape as I pass by. 

Like following a circus tightrope, I walked this long, slender 
ridge. It swayed in front of me, sometimes too sharpened for 
walking, forcing me down on one side with my fingertips jammed 
into the cracks, then back to the top where I walked. with one 
foot directly in front of the last. The sun went low. Shadows tilted 
to the east, marking every tower of rode. The desert turned to 
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fire, hot cadmium reflecting off even the blackest of rock. Then it 
turned quiet. Shadows had everything. The wind stopped. 

In the last light I found a clearing about the width of my 
shoulders along the axis of the ridge. It had been scraped flat by 
the hooves of a bighoi;-n sheep, cleared of sharper stones so an 
animal could fold its legs and lie here with its belly against the 
ground. A rough bed at the top of Cabeza Prieta. Clusters of 
hard, dry sheep droppings had been pushed to the edges, shoved 
out of the way so I could see the outline of the sheep's resthlg 
body. I tossed a few rocks down, listened to them clatter until I 
could no longer hear them.· I unloaded my gear onto this slim 
clearing, then sat with my knees drawn to my chest. A handful of 
peanuts and raisins. A long drink of water. My back damp and 
cool with sweat. I watched the desert disappear into the night. 
Then the stars took everything. 




